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are too broad and can lead to er- ing to radioactive waste manage- els so that other researchers can
rors. For instance, the [current] ment under the Nuclear Waste use them to conduct continued
system can't always distinguish Policy Act. In the tobacco litiga- experiments. Determinations of
Boise State University between a printed 'e' and 'c'. tion process, 39,000 documents how models can be used to best
Electrical Engineering Professor We hope to develop a system to were released to the public using improve OCR accuracy will assist
Elisa Barney Smith was award- tell the model that maybe the 'c' the current OCR technology. in carrying the work forward: . .
ed a $400,000 National Science won't have the bar across the top The process can put together The educational component
Foundation grant, more specifi- of the letter, and be able to distin- and analyze the information used of Barney Smith's project alms
cally in the form ofa Faculty Early guish between the two letters by to sort through millions of docu- to bring study of OCR into un-
Career Development grant. This other features." ments to compile relevant Infer- dergraduate courses, and she
awardwill help advance the new Also, modem documents are mation. Everyday documents will wants to develop a course on
development of optical character frequently reproduced byfaxing be converted from paper form to 'Engineering for Educators,' so
NBA player Chris Childs rewrote Bronco men's bas- recognition (OCR) systems, the or photocopying and these pro- digital form, so that we can easily those majoring in education can
ketball records during his attendance at BSUfrom 1985- . project on which she is currently cesses make the documents "all access the information. understand, appreciate and edu-
1989. He is the.only player in the team's history to start working. . but impossible for machines to The National library of cate all students aboutengiheer-'
every game in his four-year career and he took advantage Optical systems work byrec- read with our current technolo- Medicine has requested that fu- ing applications.' '.' .......'..
of every opportunity in those games to insure his legacy. ognizing individual characters of gy," according to Barney Smith. ture versions of the Medline ar- In,.'.addition;; ."tlle!\ PC<lposa}
Childs is the third leading scorer in history with 1,602 written work and allowing them And, says Barney Smith, the ticle index be converted using the seeks .•to address .tP.e;weni.4~cu~
points, leads BSU in free-throw percentages, making 359 to be converted into a digital development of better OCR tech- OCR format. Utilizing the current mentedweakile$~!!Sin riiaUtfsci~
out of 436 attempts, he leads in three-point field goals format. 'Ihus.hundreds of thou- nology will have a 'wide range of OCR to sort its journal articles has ence~qt . . . .
made, 163, and steals, 215. . sands of books, journals and oth- applicability. For instance, the already reduced the time it would andthe':iliid
With Childs' leadership, BSU won three Big Sky er printed work can be saved into F.B.I. currently has between 30 norrnally take to do sopy,75 per- OfwotnerOuld
Championships, made two NIT post season appearanc- an electronic- database, making and 90 million documents in centandDr.BarneySmitQ'swork gin~' ~,',,;t,l.•
es, and made one trip to the NCAANational Tournament. access far easier. ., need of review for counter-Intel- could lihprove upon. remaining,.to --
Childs received the league's most valuable player award Barney Smith furth I' d II t' . wh t is b ttl cks' ' . ".erexp ame gence content, to see a. 0 ene • -. ..<;0,
after his senior year at Boise State. . her work and the challenges being shared. Better OCR tecb-,Thefiveobjectivesoftheproject'
Childs has played for three NBA teams: New Jersey Nets, therein. nology would make- that process are: modeling for print, scaI'lIling" ye'
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Though stereotypes of Idaho as a culturallyhomogeneous state tend to obscure the. past and present contributions of influ-ential black leaders in Boise, many blackstudents, faculty and staff at Boise Statehave been making history.
Black students have dedicated their time and energy to
making Boise a city that shines with the pride they feel for
their culture by taking part in organizations such as the
Black Student Alliance, created in 1977 with the purpose
of developing anti-racism tactics. And many of the black
historians of BSU have contributed their sports skills,
while developing race relations as part of a team.
Here are the stories of three such historians and some
their contributions to Boise State and the wider commu-
nity.
Keith Anderson
Keith Anderson attended Boise State University from
1977-1980 and graduated with a communication degree.
Anderson was the first black man from BSU to have his
own television show, Praise Time Video, aired on KBCI,
Channel 2, Friday nights. He also published his own
book, A Field Day ..He is currently adapting this story into
a screenplay. .
Anderson's day job is here on the BSU campus as part
of an educational and economic-based search for first
generation prospective college students. This program
has affected more than 1,500 students in the Treasure
Valley. .
Some students know him as Professor Anderson.
He has instructed Teaching Speech Communication
for 15 years. He also hosted the special topics class,
Understanding and Disassembling Racism. Anderson
lectures in a seminar on "Fighting Against Racism" and is
working on his doctorate in educational leadership, with
emphasis on multiculturalism.
For eight years Anderson contributed a religious col-
umn to the Idaho Press Tribune, an activity he still enjoys
when he feels particularly inspired. Of his contributions,
Anderson said he is most proud of his ability to offer an
interracial relationship with the middle and high school
students of suburban Idaho.
"I am an ambassador for black relations. I might be
the first black person these kids interact with," Anderson
said.
Faida Muzaliwa
Faida Muzaliwa graduated from Boise State in 2003
with a degree in finance and accounting. Muzaliwa was
involved in multiple organizations throughout her col-
legiate career at Boise. She was a volunteer at the Black
History Museum, a board member of the Idaho Human
Rights Education Center, and served as president of the
BSU Black Student Alliance.
Muzaliwa also served on the Martin Luther King Jr.
Human Rights Celebration Planning Committee, and for
a laugh, she was the comedy coordinator of the Student
Programs Board. So why did she align herself with so
many groups?
"My involvement with the BSAand other organizations
at BSUwhich afforded me the opportunity to promote my
culture have made me a better person," Muzaliwa said. -
For her hard work and dedication, Muzaliwa was rec-
ognized by the BSUWomen's Center in 2002 as a Woman
Making History. She attends the University of Denver,
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KRT PHOTOGRAPHBY KARENT. BORCHERS/SANJOSEMERCURYNEWSSAN FRANCISCO,CA - Ann Marie McMartin, 18. and Brittalny McMartin. 21, celebrate their
marriage at San Francisco City Hall on Monday. February 16. 2004.
IDAHO LEGISLATORS FIGHT TO
PASS A TI-GAYMARRIAGE BILL
ly," BGlAD President Iessi Strong
said.
Gay marriage isn't just about
the rights of couples but fami-
lies as well; the children of gay
couples are also being affected,
said Strong.
Kulczyk insists HJR9 is not
about hate, but citizens such as
Strong wonder how could it be
about anything else.
"They [legislators! want to
make us second class citizens,"
said Strong. "I love Idaho. My
family is here, I was raised here,
but ifHJR9 passes into law I don't
know if I could live here any-
more."
"It's a simple matter of equal
rights for everybody," Idaho
ACLU Executive Director Jack
Van Valkenburg said, "We are go-
ing to do everything we can ... to
convince the senators that this is
- not only unnecessary but going
to be very harmful."
Van Valkenburg also com-
mented that the amendment
won't likely reduce the possibili-




"The rationale ethat was giv-
en since Massachusetts passed
the gay marriage law .is it will
happen in Idaho ... Idaho is not
Massachusetts," said Ring.
Ring argued that current Idaho
law forbids marriage, and that
putting an amendment on the
November ballot is a lot of mon-
ey to spend to alienate a part of
the population and create' an
additional barrier for something
that isn't a problem.
"I see no reason to hurt a
bunch of people's feelings over
something that doesn't amount
to a hill of beans," Ring said.
Ring is certain that HJR9 will
pass the Senate and be on the
November ballot. It will be an
economic boost for the folks that
make yard signs, Ring said.
Gays in Idaho are deeply of-
fended that a constitutional
amendment excluding marriage
rights to individuals based solely
. on sexual preference would be
considered by the Legislature.
They feel that marriage is a right
they are entitled too and this
could be the last big civil rights
battle.
"They not giving usa chance to
organize and show our strength ...
they're pushing it through quiet-
KIlT PHOTOGRAPH BY KAREN T, BORCHERS/SAN JOSE MERCURY NEWS
Hundreds of same sex couples waited In line for hours to apply for their marriage
licenses and to say their wws at San Francisco City Hall.
Reaction to the Idaho
Legislature's decision to pass
House Joint Resolution No.9,
the controversial state constitu-
tional amendment to ban same-
sex marriage, passed on the
house floor of the Idaho State
Legislature Wednesday, 53-17 in
favor of the bill.
Idaho law already states mar-
riage is an institution for a het-
erosexual couple. Thus, the deci-
sion to pass HJR9 doesn't change
Idaho law in any way, Rep. Henry
Kulczyk (R-Dist21).
"It's an insurance policy,"
Kulczyk said.
The legislator took it upon
himself to propose a cpnsti-
tutional amendment officially
banning gay marriage.' Kulczyk
believes allowing gay marriage
would be an attack on traditional
Idaho families.
Kulczyk worked with attorneys
when creating the bill to make
sure the wording was clear in its
intention.
"It's not something I did light-
ly," said Kulczyk.
Rep. Robert Ring (Dist. 1O)was
among the few opposed to HJR9.
BSUprofessor receives National Science FOlindationgtant
DYJOYFUGATE
News Reporter
"Cheap Thrills" Rentals 1-800-831-
1025
Secesh Stage Stop 1-208-636-6789
Burgdorf Hot Springs 1-208-636-
3036
Back COUTltryBed &Breakfast 1-
208-636-6000
NEWS
For More Information contact:
MSGTG.IH> Usog
422·5921 or (800) 1121·3909
~.F~1" 1uaePPWarren,a Snowmobile Haven
.•..··i·~.9~Haircut·· ~~~=..~~~£:.t~~?l:;S~~i~~~~;,r':1;~~=:::
..'1~lldthr. ough. February, (208) 429-0600 I'd like to start off this ar- uge for snowmobilers to wann intact was the Warren school our guide, had us make one
, ' " . . ticle with some. facts about up with hamburgers, coffee house built in 1868. When it more stop at the BackCountry
. x'.' ..' , the sport and its enthusiasts .. and hot chocolate. Owners Was opened it catered to four Bed and Breakfast. This is the'~~p~ S,9()Bfi)Cldway StellO Boise,1083712 According to a snowmobile Becky and Terry work very students and had ayearlybud- last place on the trail where
fact book, snowmobiling is a hard at making visitors feel get of about $150. The school snowmobilers can find a place
serious sport and source of comfortable and welcome. I was added to in the 1930's 'to spend the night. Owners
revenue in the state of Idaho. don't know if I was just es- whendredging came into use Leland and Betty Cavner have
In the 2002-2003season, there pecially hungry or if it was re- and the population soared been in Warren for almost ten
were over 50,000 registered ally the best hamburger that I again. It is interesting to note years and love everyminute of
machines in this state alone. have ever had but it was aw- that the Warren School sign it. Betty is a fantastic cook and
As I explained before, these fullygood.Whilewe ate I soon has entertained a misprint for often treats her guests to home
registration fees pay for the came to realize the importance over one hundred years; the' baked breads and goodies like
maintenance and grooming of the StageStop, it is not just a "N" in Warren has been back- apple dumplings and nectar-
of the trails that these indi- stopping place for visitors but wards since the buildings con- ine cobbler, The B&Bis af-
viduals use. Nationwide, the a gathering place for the 10- struction. . fordable, comfortable and well
average snowmobiler spends cals fewwho choose to stay in The other sites inWarren are worth a stop.
about $4,000dollars a year on the area all year round. These equally historically and special The last leg of our journey
hls sport and an average of intrepid individuals have to and include TheWarrenGuard was to be an animal finding
7.2 nights per year in a resortl band together somewhat in Station circa 1918, the officeI expedition near Hays Station
motel. Most snowmobilers the winter because living here residence of the localJustice of on the Salmon River side of
are married with children and is not always easy. For ex- the Peace Andy Kavanaugh, a the mountain. This part of the
their average age is 42. Almost ample, supplies can only be barn built in the 1870'sintend- journey required some sled
50%of people involved in the brought in by sled or plane in' ed to defend settlers from the shuffling because we would
sport are fifty.or older. . the winter months and so resl- Sheepeater Indians, a histori- . have to leave the groomed trail
Idaho currently has 7,200' dents often-travel together for cal cemetery, the Assay office and the touring sleds would
miles of snowmobile trails. convenience and safety. The circa 1890's,TheWarren Hotel sink in the powder. Les' sled
Some snowmobile trails are character of the StageStop and circa 1912,TheWarren Tavern was made for just such a pur-
county roads that are not its people make this a unique now a private residence, The pose and so we climbed onto
maintained by the county in and wonderful place. Warren Dance Hall circa 19!15, Becky'ssled and Lesand Becky
the winter likeWarren Wagon Soon, we were on the .trail and others. It is about a quar- broke trail while we followed,
Road and others. Instead, they again and headed to Warren. ter-rnlle tour to see almost all Perhaps 20 minutes into the
are developed by snowmobile It is difficult to describe the of the main part of town. Most ride we encountered a moose
clubs in cooperation with state feeling of "flying"through the of these historical place are on the trail and a moose lower
and local governments. These countryside but I would ,de- nowprivately owned so please in the canyon. Westopped our
groomed trails offer benefits scribe it as freeing. No longer remember to be respectful of sleds and spent the next 20
to other recreationists as they do I feel trapped by winter. I the owners rights. minutes ogling the animal and
can be used in the summer now know that, no matter the We stopped for lunch at the taking pictures, It was a this
months for hiking, biking and time ofyear, I can get to almost Warren Winter Inn to warm time that Beckytold me, "this
horseback riding. any destination I choose. The up. This cafe is much like the iswhy I snowmobile."
I had never reallyconsidered winter snow adds dramatical- Stage Stop in its feel and im- From what I've seen and
the revenue brought to our ly to the experience and in no portance. Historical artifacts come to know, snowmobiling
state by snowmobilers until I way diminishes it. are on display and the building is an excellent way to see and
saw the parking lot fromwhich . Accordingto apamphlet pro- itself is antiquated. Pictures of experience our winter coun-
we started our trip. There duced by the U,S.Department residents and visitors alike oc- tryside. It is a family sport
must have been six dozen ve- of Agriculture and the Payette cupy much of the wall space. and a passion that seems to
hicles in the area and almost National Forest, Warren was Here, as every where that we span the generations. It seems
every vehicle carried more established in 1862 by James visited that weekend, great most snowmobile riders are
than one snowmobile. Warrenwho erected a cabin af- pains were taken to make sure avid nature lovers. So, take the
These recreationists came ter gold was discovered in the that anything we needed we chance and experience Idaho
from all over the west to enjoy area. A village soon emerged got. While at the inn I spent winters in a very personal way.
this particular trail system. A from the wilderness. In 1862 some time perusing a book
fewof these vehicles were mo- the towns population was comprised of newspaper clip-
tor homes and campers but the over 2,000 souls. Populations pings from Warren's historical Important Contact Information:
majority of them were pickups, came and went and included a past and many of the head-
The city ofMcCallwould obvi- large number ofChinese in the lines were greatly amusing.
ously benefit by this influx 1870's, The population today One such was a mention of
or people but there are other is 12-16year round and 45-50 snow so deep that residents
places and people who ben- in the summer months which had to tunnel out their doors
efit as well including Burgdorf givesWarren the distinction of to other businesses and neigh-
Hot Springs, The Secesh Stage being a livingghost town. bors but many of them were
Stop and the livingghost town Today there are about a equally tragic like the many
ofWarren. dozen historical buildings and children's lives lost over the
Now, to continue where I sites. Most of these sites are years. These types of entries
left off. After spending a very about one hundred years old, were too numerous to count
comfortable night at Burgdorf because most of the original and make a person instantly
. .+-
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Colleen Rosandick. 19, music major.
participates with hqr sorority sisters
in making valentines for veterans.
Rosoandich has taken part in the
community service for two years now.
heese...
delicious meabs,.lebbuce,
,pickles, bornano arid chips.,
Voted
-Bolses Best"
Volunteers meet by 9 a.m,
Food court in
Student Union Building_
• After Lucifer's rebellion and the downfall of mankind through disobedience of Adam and Eve, the
Almighty God Jehovah promised to bring forth a Holy One who would rule the universe and
mankind under Jehovah God in righteousness. That Holy One is the Only Begotten Son of Jehovah
God, the Word, Jesus Christ, who was sent to Earth to become flesh and choose his government from
among mankind, consisting of those who would believe upon Him. The world, however, hated Him .
They crucified Him, and He returned to the right hand of His Father Jehovah in Heaven until the
appointed ti~e of His second coming. -Acts 3:20-23 & Luke 4:43
Before the Earth, planets, and the stars were ever created, there was the Almighty God Jehovah, who
always was. Then Jehovah God created His only begotten Son (Jesus Christ) the Word, and they




One ofthese angels was appointed to rule over man. He was a high-ranking cherub called Lucifer.
Lucifer rebelled and misled Eve. After this, Lucifer was known as Satan, Serpent, Dragon,
and Devil. -Ezekiel '28: 13-15
Free Breakfast
before you go uolunteer
Fallin love with volunteering
At Christ's (Jehovah'sSon's) second coming, this wicked system of things will be destroyed, and His
righteous, faithful followers will be resurrected from their graves to live forever, some in Heaveriand ,










organizations to support our fee increase.
ASBSU justified this fee increase on the
grounds that clubs need more funding;
and we needed to and wanted to deliver it.
Clubs are doing bigger and better things
and therefore need increased funding.
Limiting clubs forces them to cut down
on their activities. These activities, com-
munity events, tournaments and con-
ferences yield positive dividends for all
Boise State students by getting our names
and successes into the local and national
community. The values of our degree~.·"sible.actions-bYC;U11ent club of!lcers or
go' up when Boise State's Advertisin~' members. l'o.all.th~~ubs whQ,;ebeen
Association, Debate Team and Civil., denled full funding despite meeting.the
Engineering Society sweep national tour- ASBSU .community service and' match- "
naments as they've done in the past, ing fundscdtel'ia,~lease contact me im-;
Instead of penalizing clubs for certain ,mediately. To any clubS'\vllO need help, .
Senators' own lack of action on ASBSU fl- many membersof ASBSUwho are 91) your
nancial code and for the supposedly sac- side. Contact me or ASBSUVP Jim Wolfe
rosanct ASBSU contingency budget, we right now, call us: 426-1553 or byemall:
need to stop this nonsense RIGHT NOW. atshaqebotsestare.edu
There are legitimate reasons for de-
creasing club funding, such as irrespon-
By M.Flinn
ASBSU stiffsstudentorgs
The main reasonASBSU exists is to facil-
itate the activities and existence of student
organizations.' The Financial Advisory
Board populated by ASBSU Senate is act-
ing recklessly and unfairly in limiting
clubs' to just $2,000 in matching funds.
This arbitrary $2,000 limit imposed by
certain senators is all the more demean-
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I(udos for I(ari
Dear Editor,
I may not be a student at BSU, but I am a col-
lege student attending the University of Idaho.
Several friends recomrriended Dr. Drew's col-
umn to me, so I checked it out, as well as the
letters that the column has generated. I must
say that I am amused. First of all, I would like to
commend Kari on a job well done. Even though
she has only written a few columns so far, I can
see that she has a lot to offer the sexually curi-
ous community. Kari's laid-back humor offers
us a fresh way to view and relate to subjects that
we would normally ponder only behind close
doors. In today's society, where everything is
subject to scrutiny and criticism, Kari is not
afraid to approach topics that are considered
taboo, and that is exactly the attitude we as col-
lege kids need.
I was a little armoyed by some of the recent
letters to the editor that take a stand against the
column. People need to realize that this column
is written for a student newspaper. Being a col-
lege student who associates with other college
students everyday, I can safely say that sex is a
topic that comes up quite a bit in casual con-
versation. This may be a shocking fact to some,
but, YES; college students are having sex, I am
in no way saying that EVERYcollege student is
having sex, but there are quite a few enjoying
it. I know that there are those who choose not
to, and I respect that. But for those of us who
are engaging in "the most animalistic act we as
humans can legally perform", as Dr. Drew so
wittingly stated in her tirst article, we are not
ashamed to admit we enjoy it. Dr. Drew's ar-
ticle educates and informs readers on topics I
think are very relevant to her target audience.
Many 'People have questions or concerns re-
garding sex but are too shy to directly ask. Kari
provides a medium for these people to educate
themselves without embarrassment. Sex is not
a topic in which "ignorance is bliss." In the case
of sex, ignorance can lead to disease, pregnancy
and abuse among other things. To those who
protest the articles: do you honestly believe that
your disdain for other's lifestyle choices is valid
enough to justify the ramifications of lack of
knowledge? Because of this lack of knowledge,
many people may have a very limited idea of
what sex is. Sex is not disgusting, nor is it evil.
It is a very natural, emotional aspect of life.
Hopefully, in reading Kari's article, people will
feel more comfortable discussing the subject
and educating themselves.
Another thing that upset me was the fact that
the article is offending people. I have a bit of ad-
vice for those people: don't read it. Kari is not
responsible for what you read, she just writes it.
If something offends me, I disregard it; follow
my lead.
Karl, thank you for your bold approach to this
subject. My friends and I really enjoy YOIJrcol-
umn and we are looking forward to future in-
stallments. Don't stop!
MEUSSA COLLINS
Student, University of Idaho
LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
We encourage readers to voice their opinions for publication.
Please submit letters to the editor to editor@arbiteronline.com
and include name, contact number and standing at Boise State
University. Letters may be subject to editing. TIle Arbiter can-
not verify the accuracy of statements made in letters to the edi-
tor; they reflect the opinion of the writer. Readers may also post





If Dr. Drew was really looking out for students,
she/he would give all the facts on risky sexual be-
havior like anal sex and the increased risk of disease/
infection to the giver and receiver as well as physical
complications hemorrhoids and such. Free speech
should also cover all the facts. If I turned in a re-
search paper with so narrow of a viewpoint without
all the information for and against an attitude or ac-
tion, I could see my grade now: D-.
Good advice covers the pros and cons, and covers
more important things. What about women coerced
into actions like this because they think they love
and want to fulfill their partner even though It is in-
spired by lust and not loving care in bullding a rela-
tionship? Is this narrow viewpoint good for them?
Give both sides of an argument and let the reader
decide. The objectifying attitude of women that the
people who write to Dr. Drew show is pretty sad and
Hugh Hefner would be proud. In the end, those who
make mistakes or 'good decisions because of theo-
ries spouted to them will be judge.
SHELDON SPACKMAN
Student
Meaning of 'caucus ~
Dear Mr. Ed(itor),
So I was watching the Super Bowl the other
day. I'm not sure if anyone else saw the game,
. but the weirdest thing happened during the
half-time show. I know the break in the foot-
ball game is supposed to be all-exciting and
keep people glued to their seats, but what I saw
really threw me for a loop. I had just sat back
down on the couch with three brownies in my
left hand and a wad ofDoritos in myright, and I
happened to glance up at the screen. There was
a lot of crazy music playing and I was sort of on
a sugar high from the previous eight brownies,
so I can't be sure of what I saw. But I swear that
when I looked up, I saw Willie Nelson!
Can you believe that? What Is that guy, like a
hundred and twelve years old? Before the show
was over, I was on the phone to the ASPCA.
We shouldn't treat our elderly like that in this
country.
Speaking of old people, looks like it's election
year again. Time for caucuses to spring up on
every channel on cable. Seems like everywhere
I look, there's another caucus staring me in the
face. Y'know, I was once a twelve year-old, and
the first time I heard the word "caw-cuss," I
snickered under my breath. Sorta sounds like
it could mean something else. But I'm an adult
now. I know this because when my father lec-
tures me, he now says, "Travis, you are ... you
are ... a ... (gulp) ... young ... adult now." Anyway,
adults research stuff, right? So I thought I'd put
my money where my mouth sometimes Is, and
look up that funny, funny word.
Get this! The word "caucus" doesn't come'
from any form of the word "caw" or "cuss"
or "wiener: Come to find out, the term was
coined in' 1988 when then-Democratic front-
runner Michael Dukakis was campaigning
for office. A certain lead Republican official
made an off-hand remark that Democrats
should, "do a 'kaw-kis' every year." The com-
ment was leaked to the media and Ronald
Reagan, of course, stepped in to hush the in-
cident. If you don't know, he starred in such
films as "Bedtime for Bonzo,". "Tugboat Annie
Sails Again" and most notably "You Voted for
Me; Deal With It." Anvway, despite the secret
service's best attempt' to shoot everyone who
heard the political slur, word got out, and now
today, America will forever pair politicians with
caucuses. .
In other news, NASA is further exploring
Mars with its rovers Spirit and Opportunity,
relaying amazing pictures from the Red Planet.
Current President Bush seems optimistic about
the whole thing, and what it means for the U.S.
space program as a whole. I'm interested to see
what happens. But deep down, the twelve year-
old in me just wants to hear him talk about the
problems associated with holding a caucus on
Uranus.
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J~nlor Bethany Adams. theater major, plays the role of Sarah. a supportive







Adam Harrel, a theatre major at Boise State University is tak-
ing theatre at BSU to a whole new level. '
Originally from Louisiana, Harrell is' a transfer student from
Ce~~aliaJr. College in Washington. Harrell recently finished
wntmg hIS play, Alone and Hated. This is a special piece for
Harrell and BSU because it is a national finalist for the David
Marc Cohen award fOTplaywriting. The award is a reading-
based honor that the Kennedy Center in Washington D.C. pres-
ents to the finest play written 'nationwide. Harrell's play is also
currently in the running for the National Student Playwriting
Award and the Mark Twain Award for comedy.
This week the cast and'
crew will take the play to the
American College Theatre
Festival. If they do well in the
,regional finals, they will head
to Washington D.C. for the na-
tional festival.
Harrell wrote Alone and
Hated as a one-act play for the
Theater Majors' Showcase last
spring at Boise State. He has
spent the last several months
working on it and turning it into
a full production. He entered it
into the festival in December,
PHOTO BY EMilY DESlEF\fTHE ARBITER which started the excitement
Junior Adam Harrell. is the for the play.
mastermind of the. plaY, "Alone and Last Sunday; Harrell and crew
Hated" playing at Boise Stat'1' putona benefit performance at
the Morrison Center. All pro-
ceeds went directly towards arriving at the festival.
"Alone and Hated" is a comedy about a film writer who is rid-
ing on the success of his last piece. As the play begins, the au-
dience sees him working on his next big "Hollywood movie."
As the writer searches to find the perfect ending to his story,
he finds that everything he writes leaves the maln character of
the script "alone and hated," just as he is himself. In his haste
to finish the film, he pushes away everyone that is close to him.
Now he must resolve his own selfish isolation before he can
tackle the script.
Alone and Hated is a far cry from Harrell's first play, "Love
or Baseball," which he was just happy to see performed at the
junior college level. Love or Baseball may be a dark part of
Harrell's history, but Alone and Hated is a shining example of
the student's capabilities.
Harrell, credits a great department and a talented cast, includ-
ing Luke Masengil in the lead role, for the success of his play.
He doesn't mention the presence of well-developed charac-
ters and an intriguing plot, but rest assured, "Alone and Hated"





"Hell at the Breech" by Tom Franklin (HarperPerennial,
$12.95): Franklin made his debut with the acclaimed short-sto-
ry collection "Poachers," and his first novel is another winner.
Set in his native Alabama in the late 1890s in a rural area known
as Mitcham Beat, the tale springs from actual events. When
an aspiring politician is murdered, his friends, mostly poor
sharecroppers, form the Hell-at-the-Breech gang and terrorize
the locals they hold responsible. Then the town of Grove Hill
strikes back with its own posse. Franklin's characters include
an aging sheriff, a teen-age orphan, a ruthless detective and a
widowed midwife. For the paperback, Franklin has included
"Christians," another Mitcham Beat story as a coda.
C? books C? stones C? jewelry C? candles
~~~~~~I~
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Spitting out a wide array of
.music to play hacky-sack too,
Leftover Salmon playe'd an en-.
ergetic set for a nearly-packed
house, with a great vibe from
the crowd of 20 somethings.
Although their lyrics were
vaguely personal, the band
concentrated on high octane
jamming for the sea of spun
monkeys who waded in a blue-
grass tide. Switching from low-
er blues to banjo--driven leads,
Salmon became reminiscent
of a speed-driven 'Deliverance'
theme song that never seemed
to end.
With a largely upbeat set,
Leftover Salmon could pro-
duce a sound track to a Dukes
of Hazard reunion sequence or
a promo forNascar, The basis
of which would be the banjo
player, whose motivation dif-
fers from Primus' Les Claypool
but whose playing style is still
shockingly similar.
With a newly reformatted
lineup, Salmon's guitarist Vince
Hennan describes the band
as "larger" bigger, louder and
faster." If Friday's performance
demonstrated anything, it was
that they stick true to a self-im-
posed profile, Leftover Salmon
played a rocking show and it
is difficult to imagine the band
any louder or faster without
changing their hippie demo-
graphic. '
They could always be larger
or bigger, though. Of what they
lacked, horns would've been
something they could have
managed. These guys are tal-
ented enough to pull off multi-
band-mate switches to have
room for a brass section, but
one can only wonder how 'big'
these guys would have been if it ,
were 1967.
Leftover Salmon is familiar to
jarmning with the likes of ma-
jor name musicians like Bela
Fleck, John Popper and Waylon
Jennings, so they are no strang-
ers to playing in sync to differ-
, ent styles of blues and country.
In doing so, they create their
own style offunk.
Trying to play at as many
music festivals as possible in
a' year, it becomes no wonder
why the atmosphere at any
one of their shows is so fes-
tive. Leftover Salmon merely
plays the soundtrack to a great
party where most of the guests
are more into the sounds of the
band itself.
Herman spoke with me about
the band's origins and causes.
Colorado bluegrass jamsters
Leftover Salmon performed at
The Big Easy last week. Having
performed numerous times in
Boise, it's a mystery why the
band's music isn't synonymous
with The Big Easy name by now.
Although derived from the heart
of the Rocky Mountains, their
music can stand impressively
with the best of the Mississippi
THE'INTERVlE'Wi··'
Dan McNeese: For the most part you
guys are from Boulder, right?
Vince Herman: Yes.
OM:' How do you think this new set up
differs musically from what it was in the
90's
VH: Well, more guys in the band have a
music degree.
OM: Two albums ago you had Blue's
Travelers' John Popper come in and help
you: ..
VH:Right
OM: Who would you like to work with
that you haven't worked with yet?
VH: I'd sure like to do something with
Jackson Brown. That'd be my favorite per-
son to work with. He's a great singer and
songwriter. .
OM: How did you guys come up with the
name Leftover Salmon?
VH: Well, it' was a combination of the
Left-Hand String Band and a band I had
called the Salmon Heads and in 1990 we
got together. It was only going to be one
gig so we put together the name for the two
bands and came up with the name Leftover
Salmon. We went with it ever since.
OM: Have you ever heard of the band
Leftover Crack?
VH:Yeah.
OM: Well I don't know if you know
much about Idaho, but you guys are called
Leftover Salmon and Idaho spawns a lot
of salmon and they all go to the ocean
but they can't get back to Idaho to spawn
because of all the dams on the Columbia
River. Would you ever use your bands'
name as a platform to pretest dams on the
Columbia? '
VH: Uh, we haven't used it specifically to
protest. We have been involved in organi-
zationsthat bring together a lot of different
groups that are working on a solution. The
Save Our Wild Salmon organization pulled
together 40 groups, from travel fishermen
to commercial fishermen and all kinds
of folks. The only people who weren't on
board were the power companies. So yeah,
we've done benefits for those kinds of
things and one of our records has a tribute
to wild salmon on it.
OM: Do you know who Helen
Chenoweth is?
VH: Yeah, I do.
OM: Really? That was a fictitious ques-
tion. I didn't expect you to know. Would
you ever use a picture of a bunch of dead





OM: Any final words that you want men-
tioned? .
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At the Discovery Center of
Idaho guests can have a glass
of wine, puzzle their minds,
try on a diamond ring and
sample countless chocolates,
all in one place.
Janine Boire, DCI direc-
tor, said the children's cen-
ter's most recent 21-and-
over event; "Chocolates and
Diamonds," was so successful









done something with "The
Dreamers" that no other ma-
jor studio has done since 1997:
It has released a movie with an
NC-17 rating.
"The Dreamers" tells the
story of a brother and sister
in Paris who begin to explore
their sexuality together with
an American student they be-
friend.
Fox Searchlight chose to re-
lease the movie, which fea-
tures full frontal male nudity
and male masturbation and has
incestuous overtones, uncut
based on its director's past.
Bernardo Bertolucci also di-
rected the 1972 Marlon Brando
film that many regard as a mas-
terpiece, "Last Tango in Paris."
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY





for the following awards:
ASBSU Hail of Fame
Student Organization of the Year
Student Organization Advisor of the Year
David S. Taylor Service to Students Award
Student Activities Office, 1st Floor SUB













The glittering evening was
strategically scheduled the
week of Valentines' Day.
Beyond sampling, guests were
able to purchase the Treasure
Valley's best chocolates, wines
and diamonds. Roses were also
available to complete the array
of traditional romantic gifts.
However, the' atmosphere was
far from serious. All the fun gad-
gets and gizmos known to the
Discovery Center were on dis-
play. With rooms full of grown
adults, the "oohs" and "ahhs"
weren't only for the diamonds
and chocolates. Volunteers in
silver-sequined vests guided
guests to the center's favorite
attractions, daring them to lie
on a bed of nails or showing
them the secret to a mirror illu-
sion. One couldn't help but feel
like a curious kid again.
"The community _ support
was extraordinary," said Boire,
who's already brainstorming
ideas for next year's gala. ,
The list of companies that
committed time and effort to-
wards the event helped to make
it successful, Boire sald.
With their next adults-only
evening, "Picture Perfect,"
DCI invites guests to bring
photographs to be critiqued.
Professionals will be available
to assist budding photogra-
phers.
Michael Pitt. center, stars with Eva Green and
Louis Garrelln the movle, "The Dreamers."
KRT HANDOUT PHOTOGRAPH V1A
fOX SEARCHLIGHT PICTURES
Open Mlc Night
What: BSU's Open Mic
Night offers up the micro-




When: Thursday, Feb. 19
from5-7p.m. \
Free parking is available in
the Student Unlon visitor lot.
For more information or to




While the overall quality of
"The Dreamers" is question-
able, it at least speaks to an
adult audience without pander-
ing and provokes thought.
"I find it gutsy beyond belief
than any studio would touch
a movie today that is rated in
a way that basically' closes the
door on any segment of their
target audience," said Roger
Moore, a .film critic for the
Orlando Sentinel. "Everything
is toned down or toned up to an
R or PG-13 because that's who
their audience is."
Since the rating system's in-
ception in 1968, 69 percent of
the movies have been rated R
or PG-13. In 2002 alone, 65 per-
cent of the top 20 films were
rated PG-13, according to the
Motion Picture Association of
America.
Dale Pollock, a producer of
movies such as "The Mighty
Quinn" and "Set It Off' and
current dean of the School
of Filmmaking at the North
Carolina School of Arts, sug-
gested that another factor is at
playas well: the media. Many
news outlets don't accept ads
for NC-17 films.
"It's still the old stigma of the
forbidden. This (an NC-17-rat-
ed movie) will appeal to a pru-
rient audience," Pollock said.
"To me, it's a very outmoded
way of looking at things. The
advertising aspect of media has
not caught up with the rest of
publishing. "
But getting an NC-17 rating
for violence is rare. Pollock said
it is one of the big contradic-
tions in America: the fact that
violence essentially gets a free
pass in the ratings system, while
human sexuality does not.
What: ABSUWomen's
Center presentation, "The
Vagina Monologues" is part
of the V-Day 2004 College
Campaign, a worldwide
movement to stop sexual
violence against women and
girls. The goal of the produc-
tion is to educate the com-
munity by talking positively
and openly about women's
bodies. Twenty actors, a mix-
ture ofBSU students, staff
and community members,
comprise the cast. The play
will be directed by Jodie .
Swanson, who graduated
from BSU in December with









general admission and $5 for.
students.








community to take a trip
around the world without
leaving the Treasure Valley.
The annual Food, Song and
Dance Festival provides an
opportunity to experience
fine cuisine and entertain-
ment from different conti-
nents. Entertainment for the
festival will include a num-
ber of cultural groups from
BSU. This year's festival is
dedicated to Trang Doan, a
BSU student leader who re-




. Woen: Saturday, Feb. 21
at6p.m.
Tickets available through
Select-a-Seat. $12 for adults,
$8 for children under 12
and students with !D.A
table for eight can be pur-
chased for $85 through the
International Programs
Office. Call 426·4259 for
more information.
Poetry Contest
What: A free poetry con-
test open to Boise residents.
The International Library of
Poetry has announced that
Boise poets, particularly
beginners, are welcome to
compete for their share of
over 250 prizes. The contest
is open to everyone and en-
try is free. The poem should
be 20 lines or less, and the
poet's name and address
should appear on the top of
the page. I
Where: To enter, send
one original poem, any sub-
ject and any style to: The
International Library of
Poetry, Sulte 19919,1 Poetry
Plaza, Owings Mills, MD
21117. .
When: Entries must be
postmarked or sent via the
Internet - www.poetry.com






Boise will soon be home to a high-tech multifaceted recording
studio fully loaded with equipment not previously available in
,Boise studios, though standard in the big city.
Kevin "Taco" Boose, who came to Boise from Las Vegas, owns
Po Boyz Studio and is building a fully digital and analog stu-
dio from the ground up with the help of some other Vegas and
California imports. These cats are actually in them cutting wood
and putting up walls!
Po Boyz boasts 24 track, 32 track, and unlimited track record-
ers along with the Roland Phantom and Triton studio keyboards.
The studio also offers a MPC4000 beat machine, in addition to
other standard equipment such as Protools LE and MIDI. Boose
has the capability to transfer back and forth between digital and
analog as well. The studio will be set up to record individual art-
ists in one recording booth and groups in another, but will not
initially be set up for live bands.
To begin, a three-man production team will weave their magic
for the studios: Lo, from Las Vegas, B-Wag, an import from IA
and owner of Sydefx Entertainment, and Taco. They will work
on their own 'pet' projects while recording for a growing clien-
tele. Currently, emcee Willie BoBos is the main project, with
Mad Man stepping to the mic in the next couple of months.
BoBos has a demo out right now that you can pick up for $3 at
the studio while supplies last. The demo will also be available af-
ter March 1 at www.poboyz.com. '
Taco and his boyz will offer a mix of services including record-
ing for demos, commercials, and production. They will also have
beats for sale starting at a low introductory rate of $50. Other
introductory rates include $25 an hour for 24 tracks of audio re-
cording or $40 an hour to record with Protools LE.
Boose plans on selecting a couple of kids from the community
to help them get material together to record and perform it as a
way to give them some direction.
"I want them to be a part of something," he says. Boose will
also release a Po Boyz compilation CD with selected local art-
ists that co~e in to record and whom he feels are really"doin'
. thangs" with their music.
Po Boyz Studios will be located at 5771 Overland next to Video
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Killing Ihe video slor?
both music fans and music-in-
dustry watchers buzzing.
"Even though their ratings
are a fraction of MTV's, their
audience is extremely loyal,"
says Myers, publisher of the
Jack Myers Report and the Teen
Media Brand Tracker Study.
"They've tapped into a market
that MIV has ignored, that is
looking for new music."
It's all sweet music to the ears
of Marc Juris, the man charged
with taking a well-regarded but
obscure video-music channel,
MuchMusic USA, an offshoot of
the Canadian MuchMusic vid-
eochannel,rebranding it, and
getting people to watch it. He's
doing that by playing videos and
forgoing nonmusic program-
ming, such as "The Osboumes"
and "The Real World," which
has dominated M1V's sched-
ule in recent years. Beyond that,
he made the station interactive:
Fans can go online and vote on
videos, purchase or sell "stock"
in bands, or dedicate videos to
significant others and friends.
"What 1 saw was an oppor-
tunity to give viewers a true
voice in the way the music net-
work would be programmed,"
says Fuse President Juris. "The
Internet obviously has been
disruptive in the way business
is conducted. But there was a
great opportunity to harness
that power."
Like Frodo bearing the ring,
Fuse has started to attract the
attention of the big boyan
the block: MIV. According
to a report in the Los Angeles
Times, MIV parent company
Viacorn, which reportediy has
contracts with record compa-
nies giving Viacom channels
exclusive rights to the labels'
videos, lately has been enforc-
ing this provision. That means
they have claimed first rights
to Radiohead's "There There"
and Beyonce Knowles' "Crazy
in Love" among others. (MTV
declined to comment for this
story.)
But Juris is not worried. "That
has no real direct impact, be-
cause our whole brand is about
up-and-coming new music," he
says.
Fuse is also seeking audiences
that MTV might only address
on its niche channels, such as
MTV Espanol - channels that
may not be widely available.
Fuse is pursuing the "urban
Latino" crowd with a Monday
night show, Marcha, dedicated
to Latin alternative rock.
"I realized there was no Latin
alternative music being aired
and there was so much of it out
there: says Marcha creator/
producer Moira Noriega.
Tomas Cookman, head of
Los Angeles-based Cookman
International, which over-
sees the careers of such popu-
lar Latin rock bands as La Ley,
Aterciopelados, and the elec-
tronlca Nortec Collective, is a
Fuse fan. "It's more in line with
(the bands') natural audiences
than going to Miami and doirlg
the ,(Spanish-language) morn-
ing shows," he explains.
For all the shots Fuse takes at
MTV, and even with the rumors
of new music channels being
developed by the Universal
Music Group (l A.M.) and the
Playboy Channel (H.Y.P.E. TVl,
Juris says there's enough room
for everybody.
"MTV is a very different net-
work than we are," he says.
"They have different expecta-
, tions. They're building a large,
youth-oriented network. We're
bullding a new music network.
We're building a multidimen-
sional music brand. That's a
very different model and point
of view.
"I have a very basic philoso-
phy: If I'm only looking at MTV,
MTV2 or MTVU as my compe-.
tltion, I'm looking at the world
with blinders on. Here's the
competition: everything. Video
games, DVDs, the online world.
A teenager has a lot of things
taking that time. It's not about
one TV network. It's about the
world of choice."
So what about those ads,
'then? In addition to Struthers,
others have featured Hair Club
for Men founder Sy Sperling
("Fuse _ looks natural even
when wet") and Tammy Faye
("I've seen the light. It was on
TV and it has music videos on it.
Fuse - No. 1 with Tammy, who
is No.3 with drag queens").
"We just like to have a sense
of humor and be playful," Juris
explains. "But you know what?
The music network ain't playing
music and we are. Clearly, it's a
competitive point with us. We
hear it from record companies
and people: You play music.
(Until now) there's somehow
been broad public acceptance









The billboards started pop-
ping up around Manhattan on
May 12.
Here was Sally Struthers, get-
ting her beg on, trying to save an
endangered species: the music
video. "Every Day, thousands'
of music videos go unplayed.
Please help save music videos,"
she implores. "Watch Fuse."
One of the billboards - huge,
inescapable, like the monolith
in 2001 - just happened to be
right outside the Times Square
offices of MTV.
Then there were the cof-
fee cups. Two million of them.
Handed out around New York,
emblazoned With the phrase,
"Whew's the M in emptee-
vee?"
And so was born Fuse, the
upstart, s-month-old, New
York-based, cable music chan-
nel that's starting to pump up
the volume and attract a lot of
attention, and not just for its
smart-aleck ad campaign.
-According to Crain's, an ad-
industry publication, Fuse end-
ed 2003 with a 20 percent gain
in subscribers and now is avail-
able to 36 million households.
-A sampling of' teen tastes
conducted in October by media
analyst Jack Myers, who inter-
viewed more than 1,300 teen-
agers, ranked the network sixth
among the 35 broadcast and
cable networks included in the
study. Among teen girls and all
15- to 18-year-olds, it came in
at No. 1. '
-Fuse is already branch-
ing out to concert sponsor-
ship, slapping its name on
tours by Staind, Deftones and
the current Simple Plan/MxPx
run. Upcoming is the Crystal
Method tour.
While Fuse has a long way to
go before attaining MTV's name
recognition and clout - the
landmark network is in more
than 86 million homes, spinoff
MTV2 is in 50 million homes,
and MTVU, on college cam-
puses, was just launched - it has
%
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host Boise State Quad
BYBILL PLASCHKE
Los Angeles Times
With all the sports world in a
gasp, the gravel-filled drawl of
a baseball man fills the phone.
"You have good timing,"
Buzzie Bavasi says. "I just
wrote him a note."
Him, meaning a man derid-
ed across the landscape today
for supposedly smothering our
national pastime with his oily
wallet.
Him, being a man who sup-
posedly just stole an October
baseball championship days
before the first suntan.
Him, meaning George
Steinbrenner.
Whom Buzzie Bavasi loves.
BYTREVOR HORN
Sports Reporter
After a week of rest, the
Bronco women's tennis team
will be back on the courts
this weekend, hosting UC
SantaBarbara, Colorado State
and Montana State at the
Quadrangular Invitational
starting tomorrow at the Boas
Indoor Center.
The Broncos are lead by se-
nior Jemima Hayward, who
was named Western Athletic
Conference Player of the Week
three weeks ago. Hayward is
ranked 6'h in the central re-
gion in singles competition
by the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association. And when paired
with Erin Polowski, the two
rank 7th in doubles play.
Polowski also holds her own
on the court. The senior from
Boise, is ranked 8'h in the cen-
tral region in singles play.
The two are the lone seniors
this season, and understand
the importance of being the
leaders of a young, talented
team.
"I just hope they -can see
what can be expected. Like I
had to go up and play the lower
ranks, so I could get to where
I am now. Hopefully they are
looking to us," Hayward said.
After the break, the Broncos
are looking forward to playing
for a home crowd.
"The teams spirits are really
good. Everyone's excited about
this weekend," Hayward said.
Montana State comes in this
week after taking a three-week
break between competitions.
The Bobcats went 1-3 over
the weekend, winning their
last match versus Nebraska-
Wesleyan. Colorado State is
coming off their first win of
the season versus Texas Tech.
With the win at the Air Force
Academy, the Rams corne in
this weekend with a 1-2 re-
"I wrote to him, 'George,
I don't know why anybody
complains about you: ".Bavasi
relates. " 'Nobody gets mad
when you come to play their
teams. Nobody gets mad about .'
selling all those extra tickets.' ..
While many looked at a
pinstriped Alex Rodriguez on
Tuesday and saw greed, the
former longtime Dodger gen-
eral manager saw greatness.
"George Steinbrenner
wants .to win more than
any other owner I've been
around:' Bavasi said. "Walter
(O'Malley) wanted to win, but
he wouldn't pay that money.
George will do whatever it
takes."
Agreed, and today I will write
whatever it takes to convince
SEE YANKEES next page
cord overall lead by Emily
Kirchem and Dasha Zhurin.
Kirchem, the freshman from
Fairview, Oregon, is ranked
18'hin the central region by the
ITA. Zhurin is currently ranked
241hby the ITA in the central. '
And the Guachos of UC Santa
Barbara come in this week-
end after a win at home ver-
sus Cal State Northridge. The
Guachos are lead by sopho-
more Marielle Gruenig. The
Switzerland native is ranked
29'h in the west region. .
The Broncos season has been
promising so far. The Broncos
are currently 5-2 as a team,
and have moved up five spots
in the national team ranking
since the beginning of the sea-
son. After losing the first game
during the Oregon trip two
weeks ago to the University of
Oregon the Broncos upset then
41" ranked Minnesota along
with the following win versus
Portland. Besides the Oregon
loss, only 20,h.ranked BYU has
taken down the Broncos this
, season.
"We need to get business
done.tHayward said.
With the win versus
Minnesota, the Broncos are
looking to make a stronger
stance in the central region,
and in the WAC. The team
understands the importance
of taking advantage of win-
ning every match. As all three
teams come in this weekend
unranked, Hayward and the
entire team realize they are the
hunted, and not the hunter.
"We realize they have more
to lose," stressed Hayward.
The Broncos will start the
'invitational at 2 p.m. Friday
versus UC Santa Barbara, and
will continue at the same time
Saturday versus Colorado
State. The Broncos will then
face Montana State at 1 p.rn.
Sunday afternoon.
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Broncos look to finish
strong, and make some
noise inWAC tourney
PHOTO BY STANLEY BRE'l/STEiVTHE ARBITER
Senior guard Bryan Defares and the Bronco men's basketball team will face off against San Jose State on Saturday at the Pavilion. The team hopes
to hold onto their fifth place position in the conference. providing them with a better seed In the WAC tournament, which kicks off in March.
BYMANDYJO DANCER
Sports Reporter
to senior guard Booker Nabors
who, after Saturday's game,
needs only 39 points to become
the 14'h Bronco to score 1,000
career points. Nabors has five
regular season games left to
reach the 1,000 point mark.
Senior Bryan Defares isn't far
behind Nabors with a career
total of 950 points, leaving him
with 50 points remaining.
The last time the Broncos
(15-8 overall, 7-6 in WAC),
faced the Spartans, Boise State
used their perimeter shooting
to defeat San Jose State 70-54.
Seven Bronco players made
at least one three point shot,
making it the best long-dis-
tance shooting performance of
the season.
"Eleven three's helped us
stretch out the lead," head
coach Greg Graham said.
Ironically, Graham, was an as-
sistant coach for San Jose State
during the 1985-1989 seasons.
The Spartans threw away
their best shooting perfor-
mance (60.9 percent) with
20 turnovers. The loss to the
Broncos was only the third
time San Jose had shot more
than 50 percent from the field.
Iermaine Blackburn led the
Broncos with 12 points, includ-
ing two of the team's three-
point field goals. Boise State
will have to play this one with-
out Blackburn, who, after dis-
locating his shoulder against
Rice last week, is expected to
be out for the remainder of the
season.
Center Eric Walton led San
Jose State in scoring with 15
. points and eight rebounds,
but fouled out with five min-
utes left in the game. Marquin
Chandler, who added 13 points
for the Spartans, followed
Walton.
San Jose will be ready' for
Saturday's challenge. The
Spartans, who have gotten off
to a slow start this season, end-
ed a 13 game losing streak on
Saturday when they defeated
Louisiana Tech 56-53 in over-
time.
After Saturday's game, the
Broncos travel to SMU to face
the Mustangs, followed by the
Bulldogs from Louisiana Tech.
March is just around the cor-
ner, which means conference
tournament play will soon be
underway.
Will March Madness make
it to Boise? It has a ring to it.
Maybe even some conference
championship bUng?
The Boise State men's bas-
ketball team hopes to clinch
another win Saturday after-
noon when they host San Jose
State in the Pavilion at 2 p.m.
After their big win against
Fresno State on Valentine's
Day (55-44), the Broncos im-
proved to a tie for·fifth place
in the WAC with only three
weeks remaining. The next
three weeks are crucial for the
Broncos because only the top
six teams will secure a bye in
the first round of the confer-
ence tournament. The last
four teams are forced to play in
a pig-tail game in order to ad-
vance into the bracket.
The game will be important





The Dallas Morning News
oam
Anything that tweaks the col-
lege heavyweights from the
Bowl Championship Series is a
good thing.
That alone makes St, Joseph's
men's basketball team the best
college sports story in a long
time.
St. Joe's is not a BCS school. It
does not field a football team.
It does have a superb basket-
ball team.
St. Joe's, a' Jesuit institution
that is an oasis in a heavily ur-
banized section of Philadelphia,
takes a 22-0 record and No. 2
national ranking into tonight's
game at Fordham ..Top-ranked
Stanford, from the BCS gang,
is the only other undefeated
team;
St.Toe's lofty statu's will con-
tinue. The Hawks beat Fordham
by 41 in the first meeting of the
season. . " . ,
"!Ihis team is playing bet-
ter than anybodyintqe coun-
try/'Fordham coach Dereck
Whittenburg said during a con-
ference call Monday. "They can
do so many things and stlll beat
you. Ithinkthey are a Final Four
teanuThey should beaNo. 1
seed and a Final Four team."
Everyone who dislikes the
BCS and likes a team that de-
fies the cold reallties of college
sports should root that St. Joe's
makes it to San Antonio for the
Final Four.
The BCS boys deserve to be
, brought down a few notches.
What the BCS has done to col-
lege football is bad enough. The
BCS powers use the economic
muscle that they get from foot-
ball to dominate basketball,
too.
Of the current top IS, 13 are
BCS schools. The only outsiders
are St. Joe's and sixth-ranked
Gonzaga.
According to the most recent
financial documents available,
St. Joe's spent $2.05 million on
basketball last season. Of the
current top IS, only Gonzaga
($1.63 million) and Mississippi
State ($1.71 million) spent less.
There are 11 current top-IS
teams that spent at least $1 mil-
lion more than St.· Joe's. Four
of those schools spent more
..than $4 million on basketball:
Kentucky ($5.12 million), Duke
($5.08 million), Arizona ($4.3
million) and Texas ($4.02 mil-
lion). ' '
Football drives college sports.
St. Joe's plays in a non-BCS
conference _ the Atlantic 10 _
and is not a football school. In
this environment, a non-foot-
ball school such as St, Joe's or
Gonzaga fights' a huge disad-
. vantage.
The BCS-generated revenue
allows those schools to have
better facilities and bigger re-
cruiting budgets.
St. Joe's recruiting expenses
for all men's sports in the most
recent financial statement was
$,58,028. Top-ranked Stanford
had $563,097 in recruiting ex-
penses for all men's spans.
Texas spent $555,474 on re-
cruiting for men's sports.
Two items make St. Joe's
more compelling than Gonzaga,
becoming a top-10 regular.
St. Joe's opened the sea-
son with a 73-66 win against
Gonzaga, which is 21-2. St. Joe's
has an unusual makeup to its
team.
The Hawks have the rare col-
lege coach who enjoys himself
and lets his team play.
Phil Martelli, a dead ringer for
actor Peter Boyle, is a true Philly
guy. That means, he will never
be too serious.
Martelli's don't-miss televi-
sion show includes a Martelli
the Magnificent 'comedy 'seg-
ment, a takeoff on Johnny
Carson's Camac skit. It's hard
to imagine another coach, such
as Texas Tech's Bob Knight, as a
mirth-maker.
Martelli found humor in
predictions .that the Sports
illustrated
cover jinx would bring down
his team.
"Do those swimsuit models
have jinxes?" Martelli asked.
St. Joe's has the rare fourth-
year senior standout.
Point guard Jameer Nelson,
leading' candidate for national
player of the year, has been a
starter since his freshman year.
St. Joe's move toward the top
this season actually started last .
summer, when Nelson with-
drew from the NBAdraft.
Guards win games in the
NCAA Tow'nament. In Nelson,
St. Joe's has the best guard in
the country.
The Hawks are among three
schools that rank among the
NCAA's top 25 for 'scoring,
field-goal percentage and field-
goal defense. The others are'
Connecticut and Gonzaga.
St. Joe's has five more regu-
lar-season games, all against
teams it has beaten by at least
12 points, before the confer-
ence tournament. St. Joe's will
beat BCS schools in the NCAA
Tournament. Those will be
great moments for the little
guys of college sports.
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22-0 St. Joseph's scores one for the I,ittle guy
Greyhound Is the elllly. affordable way to traval for SprIng Brook.
(I And with your Student Advantage· Discount caret, you can• save 15%' off regular Greyhound fares. Buses are rolOng• 24f1 to hundreds of popular Spring Break destinations 60








George Steinbrenner is the
greatest owner in baseball his-
tory.
He is bolder than 'Bill Veeck,
more dogged than Tom Yawkey
and, yes, more willing to
spend big money than Walter
O'Malley.
He can be a jerk, but he tries.
He can be a bully, but he cares.
As his A-mazing-Rod acquisi-
tlonof baseball's best and most
expensive. player proved again
this week, Steinbrenner an-
swers to but one master.
It is not the commissioner's
office, nor other baseball own-
ers, nor the union, nor the local
politicians, nor the media.
It is the people forgotten by
most other owners in this age
of Selig sycophants, peer-pres-
sured weaklings and empty-
pocketed charlatans,
Steinbrenner answers only to
his fans.
Should anyone else matter?
And in times like these, don't





team that had finished higher
than fifth place only once in the
previous eight years.
A giant market, a great histo-
ry, but business folks thought it
was a bad deal.
Steinbrenner turned it into
the $10 million sale of the cen-
tury.
Since his purchase, the
Yankees have been the best
team in baseball, with nine pen-
nants and six world champion-
ships.
Yes, he changed the Yankee
manager 23 times in his first 20
years. But he finally got it right,
didn't he?
And, yes, he went through a
drought in the 1980's and early
1990's where his team struggled
and he acted like a dolt and he
was even suspended from base-
Summer Jobs Available
$8,000 - $58,000 in just 4months!
Come to our information meeting and find out how to make
enough money so you gon't have work during the school year
Wednesday,FebruQI'}f 25th fro"! 7:00p'm.-8:00pm
Foote Room - Student Umon BUlldmg
Signing Bonus for all Hired Sales Reps
First Year&Experienced Sales Rep Pay Plans
r-r-e-rr-'- '--'--- _··'·--Free PiZza - Bring your Friends
Call 1~888-889~BUGS with any questions
Seeyou there!
ball for paying a gambler for
information about former star
Dave Winfield. But he adjusted,
didn't he?
Steinbrenner will begin this
season having won seven divi-
sion championships in the last
nine years, with four world titles
and two other World Series ap-
pearances during that time.
You think this makes him bad
for baseball? Then don't watch
his team. '
But of course you'li watch his
team.
, With the addition ofRodriguez
and, Gary Sheffield this winter,
the Yankees may have perhaps
baseball's best lineup in the last
25 years, which will account
for strong summer nights from
Anaheim to St. Petersburg to
guess where?
Indeed, the Yankees are com-
ing to Dodger Stadium June 18,
19 and 20. The last time they
played here in a game that
counted was during the 1981
World Series.
The only major figure from
then who still has the same job?
George Steinbrenner.
!fyou can't get tickets to those
games, you can always stakeout
.the elevators, and here's hoping"
there's still enough Dodger fans'
left who understand that joke.
"The same people who com-
plain that George is ruining
baseball, they complain when
his team isn't on their sched-
ule," Bavasi said.
Then there are those who
complain that he only buys his
championships, an equally spe-
cious argument.
Yes, the Yankees have a pay-
roll around $190 million, more
than $60 million higher than
the next highest spenders. But
the core of their recent titles
was all home grown, a list fea-
turing guys like Derek Jeter
and Mariano Rivera and Bernie
Williams and Jorge Posada.
"Hey, everybody tries to buy
a championship, but it's not
that easy," said Bavasi. "Tom
Yawkey (Boston) tried for 40
years to buy a championship
and never did it. It takes hard
work and baseball sense and
George has all that."
Steinbrenner is also full of
bluster and bully, firing employ-
ees on the spot for not working
Christmas, publicly questioning
the great Joe Torre during the
middie of a three-game losing
streak, a legendarily awful boss.
To which I say, so what? His
employees are free to leave,
but many stick around for the
Octobers.
His fans, meanwhile, aren't
paying to work for him. They're
paying to cheer for his team.
And while they may occasion-
ally shudder about his tactics,
they are almost always applaud-
ing his results.
"You spend time around
George and you realize, he's all
about baseball," said Bavasl,
.. Not many owners are like that,
, I don't think."
This is where the argument
usually turns to the likes of
those poor owners of teams
like the Kansas City Royals and
Minnesota Twins, small-town
folk who supposediy can't play
poker with a guy who they can-
not possibly bluff.
Yet this certainly didn't scare,
or stop, the Angels and Florida.Marlins. ..... . ..... ,.,.,
It could be argued that the
greatness of the Yankees actu-
ally increases the interest in the
smaller-market teams.
To have a David, you must
first have a Goliath, and nobody
plays the latter role like a great
Yankee team.
Would the Angels march to
the world title in 2002 have
been as sweet if they had not
gone through Roger Clemens
and Derek Jeter to get there?
From Murderers' Row to the
Big Red Machine, baseball's
glory days have always required
glory teams.
Thanks to one created by
George Steinbrenner, baseball
has emerged from the labor-
tom doldrums of the mid -1990's
into a streak of rising popularity
that has stretched recently from




























March 1st. All students
are eligible. Awarded to




NEEDED 4000+ Are you
female between the ages
of;!I-29? Coast to Coast
Egg Donation is looking
for donors. We are
always seeking donors
of different ethnicities
but currently have a high
demand for intelligent,
blond hair, blue eyes and
between the height of
5'5 and 5'11. For more'
information, please log
on to our website at
www.westcoastcggdonat
ion.com or call 208·634-
















































Wanted to buy home
sold by owner. $85k or





Local team is looking for
new members. M & F.
Squad ages are Middle
school thru college. Will
perform at local events.
608-0580
r"'~''"';''.,~'''':':;.~,''''''''',:!."r._'·._,~'~'·' ",.>,,:-'!' ',' 'j
1.'sell1t.~
'h,,::" ',."J .,:.'~:..:: ...'::,~~••,.,~-~.::~j;~,{,:,_~;.J
1969 BMW 240D Body
in Excellent Condition,
needs motor. Make me an
offer. 283-4334
1975 BMW 2002 Blue,




Wagon. 167K. 5 speed.









Am 4 Door. red. Auto,




GTS Low mileage. 20K.
New carpet and cargo
net. Sunroof, ABS, AlT.
$13995/0bo. 841-5349














SE Boise. All new appl.
Wood f/p, cable in all
rooms, dual phone lines.
$99,000 283-4334
iMac DV Power I'C G3
256MB Ram. 20GB HD,
450 MHZ. Includes DVD
drive and External CD
Burner. $300. 345-5564
Mini Refrigerator for
sale $50 Call 284-3771,
ask for Kat
2 Stanton Direct Drive
turntables. Fair condition.
Great for beginner DJs.
$100. Call Pat 344-1640




mattress set. Brand new,




set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $1450, sacrifice
$395. Call 888-1464
Mattress Set, Full Size




and loveseat for sale! '
Brand new, still in plastic.
Retail $2450, sacrifice
$899. Call 888-1464
King size pillow top
mattress set Brand new in
bag. Must sell $225. Can
delivcr.866-7476





kitchenette and full bath,
female, non-smoker, no







secluded old SE Boise.
Walk to BSU. $675. 384-
0599





















Gd p<id $220.00b d1e roe wooI:crd
P'"moolh amnilmenI kI d1e
IdcOO MIrf HaIW &mI
AdditionalSigningBonus
_ $3000 - S8000
.• mJ 863-3516 or373-7218
Mothen andOthen
Stay home, lose weight,
make money. Lose 2-8







schedule. Pay depends on
experience. 941-3399
TIIC Girl Sl'OUlS of Silver
Sage Council arc. looking for
energetic, positive people to
work at OIlC of 3summer
camps located 'ill Idaho,
serving girls ages 6-rH. Jobs




information or to request all
application packet, please
contact l\tuia @
800.H.~6:0079. cxr.m or @
mpclayo(l/i6>ir!S<.'Outs-ssc.org
or by fax @) 208.377-05°+'
We're New & We Need
You! We're looking for
people interested in a
.ground-floor business
opportunity representing
The Body Shop products.
The Body Shop currently
operates in 49 countries,
24 languages and 12
time zones. Be a socially
responsible entrepreneur.
Enjoy a lucrative income
based on your efforts.




Arbiter classified advertisements are"free to students,
To place an ad call 345-8204 xl000r come to the























Make $$$ taking online
surveys. Earn $10-$125
for Surveys. Earn $25-
















4 hours of your group's time PLUS our free
(yes, free) fund raiser solutions EQUALS
$1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450 bon us when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Call (888) 923-3238
or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
DILBERT




Kick in ' it lip a notcb in Downtown Boise





ITS GOT A DVD,HD, ~
DVR,FM,SATELLITE :;
DISH.MP3,WIDE5CREEN •
TV ,SEVEN SPEAKERS ~










Today's Birthday (Feb~ 19)
This year, you have the uncanny
ability to prove things that were pre-
viously unknown. Scientific insights
come in your dreams. Nebulous
facts are proven to your satisfaction,
and eventually you prove them to
all. To get the advantage, check the
day's rating: IO is the easiest day, 0
the most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19)
Today is a 7 -You're liable to be
more thoughtful for the next several
weeks, starting now. You'll have to
curtail your forward motion as you
take more into consideration. This







Cancer (June 22- July 22)
Today is a 6 - It's always darkest be-
fore the dawn. That's what they say,
anyway. Remember that, and toss
away your sorrow. Relax and let the
transformation take place.
ITS FUN TO INVITE
PEOPLE OVER 50
THEY CAN SHOW ME
HOW TO TURN IT ON.
ACROSS
1 Personnel















































64 Musial or Getz
65 Raw minerals
Crossword
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is an 8 - Your assignment for
the next few weeks is to stash away
as much as you can. If you and your
partner do this for a while, you'll
have abundance later on.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a 6 - You're not quite ready
for the final inspection. Someone
is likely to find something that has
·to be done before you get that last
stamp of approval.
GOOD, GOOD ... NOW
GET READY TO SNAP
IT FORWARD.
Sagittarius (Nov, 22-Dec. 21)
Today is an 8 - Grab as much infor-
mation as you can. You'll find a good
use for it. Conditions keep on chang-
ing, however. Your next assignment
is close to home.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 6 - You'll find it easier to
absorb new material over the next
several weeks. Get books on, or take
a class on, whatever has been giving
you fits.
Aquarius (Jan.20-Feb.18)
Today is an 8 -You're entering a
pragmatic phase, and not a moment
too soon. Ideas are abundant, but
which of them will bring in the big-
gest profit? It might be a trick that's
untried.






:t Taurus (April20-May 20) libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22)
;1 Today is a 6 - You've been going Today is an 8 - Iustwhen you were Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
:.,:\' through a testing phase, and it's al- at the top of your game, a new twist Today is a 6 - It's always darkest just
most over ~ for now. The next phase is introduced. There'll be more work before the dawn, and you're coming
',••'•.'..•, ", If. should be a lot more fun for you and for the next several weeks. Good· into your own. Show courage when
. for all of your fri&nds. Celebrate! news: It's the creative kind. facing your trepidations, and ask
, them for a gift.
j'..I' ~::~:s c:a::-~:::~~:!sare ~~~:l~ ~O:~~~,~~;~ through (c) 2004, TRIBUNE MEDIA SERVICES
" changing as you blast into new some tough times lately, but condi- Ir-:C. . ..,
i. -territnru Yau'llhaye awhole stack »ti. ·.on.~ ar..e chan, ain...CJ._In_VOllI favor. For DlStrtbuted by, Kn.lgllt.RldderlTribune
>'.':.~. .•.·l' 'ofn~~roblems to f!lce, ~s ~ell~ the next few w~~k~, l~eand suppoit~mmtion Servzees.>.
~ new responsi!:>ilities. Ifyou've been will be there, rejuvenating your
1 paying attention, this will be very energy;' ,
~ interesting. .II - '
ij~i; .. ,t, _~l J • • •
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WELCOME TO DOGBERTS !




7 Sax for Bird
8 Cub Sammy
9 lunar features
10 Alamos or Gatos
lead-in















DOWN 34 Buffalo's lake
1 Staff symbol 35 Adams and
- 2 Rump Cornelius
~--3'St:f'atrick's land -37-13umps-ofl
4 Fruitcake 40 Instant lawn
ingredient 41 Sent a cyber-
5 Feeling of pity message
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42 Elegantly slylish , 51 Fewer
43 Magic home? 52 Give off
45 Cookware 53 Anjouor Bose
_.coating--.-.- - 54-Actress RUSSG-~ -_.__ .L_
46'Dancer Gregory 55 Caesar's >
47 Critic Roger unlucky day
48 Behold! 57 Whopper
